Wicked by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 7.5 inches
Beads and other products needed for one bracelet:
13 - 8mm Powder Green Swarovski Elements Crystal Pearls (PL6543)
12 - 4mm Sterling Silver Rondelles with 1mm Hole (SS0514)
2 feet - 6mm Black WireLace® Ribbon (SM5563)
1 - 18.5x13.5mm Antique Rhodium Plated Pewter 3 Leaf Toggle Clasp by TierraCast® (SP2224)
2 - 3x3mm Sterling Silver Crimp Beads (SS4049)
1 foot - Clear Soft Flex Wire .014 diameter (SM0310)
Tools needed to complete the bracelet:
Wire cutters
Mighty crimping pliers (TL0502)
Beading Techniques needed to complete the bracelet:
Crimping
WireLace® Ribbon with a Jumbo Crimp Bead
For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and select Beading
Techniques from the top navigation bar.
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Instructions to complete “Wicked” bracelet:
Step 1
Using wire cutters, cut a 1-foot length of beading wire and a 2-foot length of WireLace® ribbon.
Step 2
Thread the beading wire through the center of the tubular ribbon (see WireLace® Ribbon with a Jumbo Crimp Bead
Technique).
Step 3
Place one crimp bead and one side of the toggle clasp onto the ribbon and beading wire. Pass the ribbon and wire
back through the crimp bead, and crimp the crimp bead using Mighty crimping pliers (see Crimping Technique). Trim
excess wire and ribbon with wire cutters.
Step 4
String one 8mm crystal pearl onto the beading wire inside the ribbon. Push the bead close to the clasp. Twist the
ribbon into a point, and string one rondelle onto the ribbon.
Step 5
Repeat Step 4 11 times. String one more 8mm crystal pearl.
Step 6
String one crimp bead and the other side of the toggle clasp. Pass the ribbon and wire back through the crimp bead,
crimp the crimp bead, and trim excess wire with wire cutters.

For more Inspiration jewelry ideas and to meet all your beading needs, visit FusionBeads.com!
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